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Hello Everybody: 

Happy Spring to you all. We hope you had a blessed Easter as we celebrated the 

resurrection of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.  

 

Some highlights of the month:  

 

Family 

Rich and Kris Walker (Sarah’s parents) visited 

during the first week of April (picture). An 

adventurous bunch, they visited Goree Island 

(where slave ships used to depart), fabric 

markets, and Senegalese restaurants all while 

braving Paul’s spasmodic driving. To our 

delight, they arrived with treasures such as 

macaroni cheese mix and pepperoni. In the 

end, they survived the time in Senegal 

without major GI complications and returned 

safely to the United States.  

 

Training 

Several days after the Walkers left, the school sent 

Sarah to Prague, Czech Republic for a teacher 

training. Living in the dusty, arid climate of West 

Africa, one can easily forget the simple joys of 

wearing long-sleeves and having a hot cup of 

coffee in an outdoor café (picture). Throughout 

the week in Prague, Sarah received excellent 

training and had a nice time of fellowship with 

her other colleagues from Dakar Academy.  

 

Easter Weekend 

We enjoyed a rare couple of moments sans l’enfant last Saturday as we went out to 

breakfast without Caleb. On the trip home, we climbed the 200 steps to the African 

Renaissance monument (Dakar’s version of The Incline) and enjoyed the view of the 

ocean. While there, a group of school girls crowded around Sarah and asked to have their 



picture taken. In a country where only 1% of the population are toubabs (white), the sight 

of people with light skin is still a novelty for many Senegalese (picture).  

 

On Easter Sunday, we enjoyed a beautiful sunrise service followed by Caleb’s first Easter 

egg hunt later in the afternoon (picture).  

 

 

The Month Ahead 

We both remain extremely busy at home and work. Paul will be preaching 2 sermons, 

leading staff devotionals for 1 week, and teaching health class for 1 week. In addition to 

being a mom and p/t math teacher, Sarah is getting reading for f/t work next year when 

she will be the department head in the ELL (English language learners) program.  

 

Closing 

We all know that the world has problems. This is evidenced daily as one peruses the news 

or reads the comments section on Yahoo.com. In order to solve the problem, we first have 

to define the root cause of the problem. Historically, some people have defined the 

problem as stemming from financial inequality. Other people view education (or lack 

thereof) as the underlying problem. The postmodern world increasingly views intolerance 

as the problem. Christians, on the other hand, view sin as the underlying problem. In 

Romans 3, the apostle Paul writes that we are sinners by nature and cannot, through our 

own human efforts, rise above our sin (justification). We desperately need help. 

Fortunately, God sent us a savior in the form of his son, Jesus Christ. Through him, the 

world can experience freedom from the bondage of sin. This is the Good News that we 

have as Christians.  

 

In a world where our sense of morality has been turned upside down and where the Good 

News has suddenly become bad news to many people, we hope and pray that the cross 

brings comfort to your lives. It represents God’s love for fallen humanity and the hope of 

something far better.  
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Thank-You 

 

 

 
PRAYER: There has been an upsurge in jihadist violence in the neighboring countries of 

Mali and Burkina Faso during the past 2 months. Prayers for the safety of our colleagues 

who serve in the area.      

PRAYER: That we find a nanny next year for Caleb.  

PRAYER: We are told that the water might be turned off next week throughout the city. 

Prayers for patience and resilience.   
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